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““When we least expect it, life sets us a challenge to test our courage and

willingness to change; at such a moment, there is no point in pretending that
nothing has happened or in saying that we are not yet ready. The challenge
will not wait. Life does not look back.”– Paulo Coelho
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VUCA²
The term VUCA evidence suggests was first introduced by Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus in their 1985 book
Leaders: Strategies for Taking Charge. The concept was more fully developed by the US Army War College a
few years later.

The Acronym stands for
V: Volatility
- the nature and dynamics of change, and the nature and speed of change forces and
U: Uncertainty
C: Complexity
A: Ambiguity

Change catalysts.

- the lack of predictability, the prospects for surprise, and the sense of awareness and
understanding of issues and events.
- the multiplex of forces, the confounding of issues, no cause-and-effect chain and
confusion that surrounds organization.
- the haziness of reality, the potential for misreads, and the mixed meanings of
conditions; cause-and-effect confusion.

In this tool kit we introduce the idea of VUCA².
We submit that in addressing the effects and impacts of VUCA one needs to develop two streams of
foundational elements for success.
Stream #1: Vision; Understanding; Clarity and Agility
Stream #2: Values; Unity; Connectedness and Abundance.
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Building Your Path to Success
Lao Tzu has said: “He who knows others is wise, he who knows himself is enlightened.”
Building on the VUCA principles and what it takes to address and resolve the effects of a VUCA environment.
We invite you to explore the following concepts, ideas and exercises.

Vision
1) Pick a Time in the future for the focus of these exercises and activities: ______________________
Pick as specific a timeframe as you can and remember, the most successful people in the world are
those with the longest time perspective.
2) Get to a quiet place where you can be alone with your thoughts for some time. Make it a comfortable
and relaxing space. Take a few deep breaths slow and steady, being mindful of your breath and your
heartbeat. What you are aiming for here is to calm your mind and slow/still your heart. Now think as
clearly as you can to that timeframe you just noted and make mental notes of what you see. Take a
few moments and then make some notes in the space below. We encourage you to:
i.

Describe your surroundings and what you see, hear, feel and think including who is with you.

ii.

Reflecting on the above story/vision, craft for your self a personal mission statement. You can
call it a statement of belief or personal creed if you prefer.

Values
3) Now generate a list of your deepest held values, those beliefs you hold that are the foundation of who
you are and that is the foundation of how you make decisions, judgements. Your guiding principles.

i.

Refine the above list of values to your top three to five as these will be the ones that ground
you, these are the ones you will not compromise under any circumstance.
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Understanding
4) There is allot that is unfamiliar and the pace of change and new information is vast and quick. Even
when the volume or speed slows, the magnitude of momentum can be overwhelming. This is where
developing perceptual flexibility can be helpful. Bringing together different perspectives or at least
making room for them can help to develop the sense making that is needed.
Try this:
i.
Make a list of the things about your current environment or set of circumstances that is
unclear or uncertain.

ii.

Which of these do you have control over, you can do something about? List those here:

iii.

Which of these if you understood better it would have direct meaning and relevance for you,
your set of circumstances and you can take action on? List those here:

iv.

Make a list or note here of credible trusted sources where you can improve the quality of your
information and certainty.
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Unity
5) This aspect asks that you gain clarity on what is unique to you and at the same time what unites those
affected around your set of circumstances and operational environment.
Try This:
i.
How can you express and maintain who you are in the current environment and set of
circumstances?

ii.

How might expressing and maintaining who you are be of benefit to others and serve as a
unifying characteristic?

Clarity
6) Goethe said we understand best that which we can dialogue about. So thinking about your current
environment and set of circumstances what stories would you tell future generations about what is
happening and its effects and impacts and how you handled it with pride, patience and courage?

Connectedness
7) Who in your networks can add clarity, colour and dimension to your story and how might you advance
this through connection with others?
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Agility
8) Agility is less about sure footedness and more about flexibility and responsiveness. It is about
resilience (more on resilience later on).

i.

Think back upon your vision and your values. What can help you develop, build and sustain the
degree of responsiveness and flexibility to respond quickly to the changes in your current
environment and set of circumstances.? By way of example, when a plane takes off from its
point of origin or departure it has a destination in mind. While the air turbulence might
change, the temperature, wind speed etc might change, the pilots adjust appropriately to the
stimulus they are presented with, but the destination remains the same. What can help you
establish a similar dexterity?

Abundance
9) The reality of it is that you have a multitude of strengths and assets you can bring to bear on your
current environment and set of circumstances. You have the power to choose your thoughts, words
and actions. You are in control of your attitude and this is no small thing. You can take on a world view
of benevolence within which you have so much that your cup runneth over.
i.

Make a note here of the strengths, capabilities and assets you can bring to bear on your
current environment and set of circumstances. Of particular interest here are those strengths
that can help propel you towards your vision and support the greater good of all.
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Success In Unprecedented Times
It is important to note the context and conditions in which we find ourselves today (January to May 2020). We
singularly and collectively share an unprecedented experience from the impacts and effects of COVID-19.
This context and conditions have brought about circumstances wherein many of us must now work from home
for the first time., meaning working remotely. And while many have been doing this, for thousands it is a new
experience.
This same context and circumstances also require us to take on several critical new behaviours as habits:
• Washing our hands in a prescribed manner
• Maintaining physical distance while responsibly connecting socially
• Self-Isolating ourselves if we have COVID-19 symptoms, have travelled recently or have been in
presence of or contact with someone having symptoms of COVID-19.
• Stay Home, don’t travel, don’t congregate, lessen and eliminate in-person contact
• Refrain from touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.
Before we can move to resolution we need to recognize and acknowledge a few things:
1) That thing you are feeling might well be grief and loss.
2) The best way to change your habits is replace them with new and better ones.
So, lets share some thoughts on these two:

Grief and Loss
“The most beautiful people I’ve known are those who have known trials, have known
struggles, have known loss, and have found their way out of the depths.”– Elizabeth
Kübler-Ross

As insight we share the Kubler-Ross Grief Cycle:
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David Kessler and Elizabeth Kubler Ross co-wrote the book On Grief and Grieving, (depicting the five stages of
loss: Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance) the work from which this cycle chart is derived.
We note that Kessler later wrote a book adding a sixth stage: Finding Meaning.
At this juncture we refer you to find an article (Which is today available free from HBR) entitled: The
Discomfort you Are Feeling is Grief by Scott Berinatto. The article is an interview done with Kessler and has
some great information in it. ( https://hbr.org/2020/03/that-discomfort-youre-feeling-is-grief )
Here are a few ideas from the article:
• we’re feeling a number of different griefs. We feel the world has changed, and it has. We know this is
temporary, but it doesn’t feel that way
• The loss of normalcy; the fear of economic toll; the loss of connection. This is hitting us and we’re
grieving. Collectively. We are not used to this kind of collective grief in the air.
• we’re also feeling anticipatory grief. Anticipatory grief is that feeling we get about what the future
holds when we’re uncertain.
• With a virus, this kind of grief is so confusing for people. Our primitive mind knows something bad is
happening, but you can’t see it. This breaks our sense of safety. We’re feeling that loss of safety.
On what you can do to manage this grief and loss Kessler says:
• Understanding the stages of grief is a start. But whenever I talk about the stages of grief, I have to
remind people that the stages aren’t linear and may not happen in this order. It’s not a map but it
provides some scaffolding for this unknown world.
• There’s denial, which we see a lot of early on: This virus won’t affect us.
• There’s anger: You’re making me stay home and taking away my activities.
• There’s bargaining: Okay, if I social distance for two weeks everything will be better, right?
• There’s sadness: I don’t know when this will end.
• And finally, there’s acceptance. This is happening; I have to figure out how to proceed. Acceptance, as
you might imagine, is where the power lies. We find control in acceptance. I can wash my hands. I can
keep a safe distance. I can learn how to work virtually.

Attaining Habit Change
The best way to change your habits is to replace them with new and better ones. Successful behaviour change
takes the Four D Approach – Desire, Decision, Discipline, Determination.
a. Desire – you must understand your personal why, it’s the what’s in it for me factor.
b. Decision – make a specific decision about the change you desire and how and when to go
about it. Ideally determine the steps you can begin taking immediately. Start now and work at
it every day.
c. Discipline – you must develop a disciplined approach to adopting the new behaviour
consistently. Act on it every day. Some people say it takes 21 days to build a new habit.
d. Determination – you need to be dogged in your commitment. There will be many distractions,
some from people who even care about you. But you must overcome, those attempts at
distraction.
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Six Keys to effectiveness when working remotely
Turning our sights and attention to some more practical matters, as we said earlier many are now having to
work remotely, work from home.

Effectiveness when Working Remotely
First, we have a gift for you. Please Click this link ( https://www.ttisurvey.com/390331UNX ) and go online and
respond to the instrument. It will take but a few minutes and from it you will receive a customized Working
From Home Report with great insights to boost your effectiveness when Working From Home. This is our gift
to you and the report is complimentary.
The following six Keys are influenced by an article form our TTI Colleague – Dave Clark.
1. Prepare a Dedicated Workspace
Having a dedicated workspace does not mean you are confined to that space; that’s definitely not the
case. But it makes sense to have a prepared space that serves as a home base; a place where you can
easily find the resources you need to do your day-to-day job. This place of comfort can serve as a
starting point for your workday, before you move around to keep a fresh perspective. It can also serve
as the place where you conduct online meetings and conversations in a semi-formal environment.
2. Change Up Where You Actually get Work Done
While having a dedicated space helps ground you into some form of routine, working from different
places can provide new perspective and improved energy. So you might move to a different room, to
your balcony or backyard.
3. Group your Meetings, Calls and Activities
First thing here is we want to alert you to what is referred to as your locus of control. We each have
both an internal and external locus of control. Brian Tracy has written and spoken about this for years.
So your internal locus of control refers to the times in your day when you do your best work, your best
thinking and writing etc. prioritize this time for when you need to get key work done. The second is
your external locus of control this refers to when others might need you to be available and to be able
to access your attention. Make sure you can be available at these times. The next aspect of this is to
organize your calls in batches, same for your virtual meetings and similar for like activities and errands,
group these together. And we refer you to this great tool from Go To Meeting on how to make your
virtual Meetings effective: https://www.gotomeeting.com/meeting/resources/your-guide-tosuccessful-online-meeting Or this article from HBR: https://hbr.org/2020/03/what-it-takes-to-run-agreat-virtual-meeting .
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4. Make Time for Breaks
When we get into a _ow, we can really become productive. That productivity energizes us, and we
tend to keep going and going like the Energizer Bunny. From time to time, you need to get up, stretch,
walk around and disconnect from the work setting. Just like your computer, your body needs a reboot
from time to time in order to stay highly effective and efficient. Its also a good way to maintain your
productivity. In fact, upon completion of something important or substantive reward yourself with a
treat or a walk or joyful activity, all the time being mindful of key # 6 below.
5. Make Time for Social Connection with coworkers and colleagues
One of the biggest concerns with remote work is that the remote employee will become disconnected
with his/her coworkers. It’s important to build time into the schedule to have conversations. Those
can be held by phone, messenger or video chat, but it’s important to stay connected. This is especially
true between worker and manager. Even if you’re working like crazy, if you don’t communicate well
with your manager, he or she may wonder what you are doing. Over communicate by having regular
conversations and staying in the loop.
6. Ride The Wave of Productivity
Productivity can be compared to waves in the ocean. If you catch the wave at just the right spot, it will
carry you quickly and safely back to shore. It’s the same way with productivity. If you are on a roll and
accomplishing great things - go with it! Get as much done as you can while you are feeling inspired.
Creativity cannot be turned on with a switch and you’re not always your most creative during
traditional work hours. When inspiration strikes - ride the wave. You’ll work faster, better and with a
purpose, and the end result will reflect the inspired state you were in at the time. Develop a purpose
and accomplishment mindset.
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Workplace Engagement – More Important Than Ever – Dr. Ron Bonnstetter
As each of us, either as workers or business owners, face the growing need for social distancing as a part of our
daily lives, it seems appropriate to provide the tools that can help both the employer and the employee
engage in ways that benefit everyone involved.
While recently reading “Triggers”, by Marshall Goldsmith and Mark Reiter, Dr. Ron Bonnstetter had a
watershed insight that connected recent research team discussions concerning the role of mental context
when taking our assessments, to creating the most efficient workplace engagement mindsets.
1) Cultivate a First Person Perspective
The connection first arose while our research team analyzed specific assessment items that appeared
to be providing more of a perception of social expectations than describing personal traits. In other
words, some of the items were general in tone and failed to place the individual assessment taker in a
position of assessing THEIR personal perceptions.
For example, “helping others” may be an accepted social norm held by many. But does the idea of
helping others represent a core reason for a person to get up in the morning? Our discussion centered
on the possible need of altering both assessment instructions and items to be far more first person in
nature instead of third person, which allows an individual to view an idea from outside themselves.
All of this was on my mind as I read Goldsmith’s chapters on the power of active questions and how a
first-person perspective can alter workplace engagement levels.
2) Personal Responsibility is Key
Goldsmith points out that businesses far too often expect the employer, not the employee to solely be
responsible for creating engaged workers. This sentence created a flash back to comments I often
heard from my brother Bill; “One of the most important soft skills needed by most employees
is personal accountability.”
Goldsmith also points out that most of our present checks of productivity are designed with a passive
third person voice. Things like “How engaged were you this week? Or do you find your work
meaningful and fulfilling?”
Not only are these examples lacking any form of measurement, but failure when stated from the third
person viewpoint can easily be attributed to others with no personal accountability. Goldsmith offers
six starter questions that he suggests be visited every day and that running scores using a 10-point
scale of accomplishment be recorded.
He goes on to point out that those few who actually stay with this list end up establishing new habits
of mind that lead to far more workplace engagement as well as increased personal satisfaction.
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These daily engagements checks include:
i.
Did I do my best to set clear goals today?
ii.
Did I do my best to make progress toward my goals today?
iii.
Did I do my best to find meaning today?
iv.
Did I do my best to be happy today?
v.
Did I do my best to build positive relationships today?
vi.
Did I do my best to fully engage today?
The simple process of making these statements personal (first person) and having these thoughtprovoking ideas on our mind each day, alters our behavior. While this list of six daily engaging
questions are a great place to start, I would like to share my personal list so you can consider adding
permutations to your own list. I might add that embracing this or any other form of daily reflection is a
personal decision and is best accomplished when an individual initiates and commits to the process
rather than a top down mandate.

See the next Page for Ron’s Daily Engagement Questions.

“Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible; and suddenly you’re doing
the impossible.”– Francis of Assisi

List of additional resources:
•

https://hbr.org/2018/09/give-yourself-a-break-the-power-of-self-compassion

•

https://hbr.org/2020/03/anxiety-is-contagious-heres-how-to-contain-it

•

https://hbr.org/2020/03/coping-with-fatigue-fear-and-panic-during-a-crisis

•

https://hbr.org/2020/03/the-contagion-we-can-control

© This document and its original contents are protected by copyright of On Purpose Leadership Inc.
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Dr. Ron Bonnstetter’s Daily Engagement Questions
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At On Purpose Leadership Inc. (OPLI) our mission is to help people, communities and organizations
get and stay on purpose. We envision a world where people, communities and organizations are
engaged in the effective pursuit and attainment of purpose without compromise of their core values.
Foundational to our belief is that sustained superlative performance in any area or aspect is greatly
enhanced by thorough analysis, diligent optimization and disciplined implementation, with a constant
focus on results and building capacity.
Established in 2000, On Purpose Leadership Inc. works with associations, communities, corporations
and foundations to maximize resources grow capacity and enhance results.
Our primary areas of focus are:
 Organization Growth & Development
 Individual & Team Excellence
 Hire & Retain Top Talent

www.onpurpose.ca
E: success@onpurpose.ca

“Readiness for opportunity makes for success…
Opportunity often comes by accident, readiness
Never does.” Samuel Rayburn
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